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public classrooms' has bpeh commonplace, ind often wider
o,-

dramatic opposition occured in 1925 when Jo6/Sc
,

'

dal in Dayton, Tennessee on the charges

During-this century, opposition to"the teagping of evo on in

ead The -most

4

es was br ught to

teaching evoi this

fams American trial was preCeeded/a lowed by numer us legislative

i

. attemp s to make the teaching of oluti in the publiq-school illegal.
.,

These legislative attempts w eended 1968when the U.S..,Sukeme

Court ruled that an Ark sas statute ohibiting the teaching-of P/'lution

was unconstitutional. After thisj dri,cial Pilling, anti-evolutionists art

creationists in sified their eff to have legisltion and educational

policies

attend

en ted tomandate that he Genesis account of creatiop receive

commensurate with tha !given the concept of evolution in

es
sci e textbooks ind'classro

Have educators and text bk authors and pUbfis,hers been intir dated

,,or-influenAd by the contin ed opposition aridecOntroversy surroun ing

the teaching of evolution? Based,bn the Coverage given in sec dary

school biology textbooks

'answer isrcleary yes.

rz

,2

slightly. The curriculum development activi

C. 4

4

to the topics'concerned with evolution t

17:-.196e%n ana ysis of 83 secondary school biology textb kr.

.pUbl4thed from,i190 through' 1968 revealed that prior to T96s, evoiytion
4 r

. /

was emphasi2ed iA a cursory aena-controversfal manner. HOweverthere

was a continued increase in emphasis of the conce t f .1900 to 1950.''conce

Thistrend wds reversed in the I9501 as the

Sc4nces purricultim'Study in the).960's re

nprecedented emphasis to eyolutioh. Al

:textbooks began to .emphasize evolutio

....: 4vt

c cep was de-eilphasized

the Biological

in textbookS ihch gave

ing this-kriod non-BSCS

Asp a result, evolution
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. was emphastzed as an impsotanf conccotAin most of the biology textb6oks
'1 c/ \ .

of the 1960s-(Skoog, 1969). '

,

'I
Using the data of the 1969 study as a background, an analysis of

ten biology textbooks published inthe 1970's revealed a-slight reversal

In the trends of the.1960's. There was a decrease since the 11-960's

in the ,ovesall coverage.of 44 topics concerned with evolution in these

.ttextl/Yooks. Also, in
4)

certain textbooks the,ernphasis on selected topicS
I .

*

concerned with evolution was drastically:reduced or eliminated, Many .
,,

'changes in Itto ding thit were more cautious, less dontroversial, and

more indefinite boot eyol ion were made. It maybe an overstatement

to claim a.*de-emphasis of evolution has occurred in 'the. biolog,y/tk<tbooks

-

of the 1970's but definite marked changes in such a direction. seem

obvious.

The 1977 edition 'of Modern Biology and the several editions that

preceded..it datin back to 1921 when.Truman Moon authored Biology for
.. .

Beginners i 1 lustra ed the aforementioned. trends. Table 1 indica(ted

there was a gradual increase in the emphasis of evolution through
>

,

successive editions until the 1950's When a decrease in emphasis

occurred. Coverage peaked in the 1969 and 197.3 edtlons and decreased
4

V

in the 1977 edition.
1

40
e

'TABLE 1

(
Mddern Biology by Moon, a1. 1... ,-

Year Words on 44 topics

1921 4,184
.

1926' 4,46V

1933 5,778

1938 7,019

1941 7,019

1947 7,717

1951 5,072
.. A

et.

Year Words on 44to ics

.3

1956

1960
1963

1965

-1969 ''

1973

1977'

4:635
''- 8.255 '"

.8,77.. -
:13,670

18,654:.-
18',211.

13,8/29,. i,
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:The 1977'edi:tion of Modern Biol,'1.x. {Otto & Towle, 1977) covered

natural selection in less than half the words used in-the 1973 ectition.

The defin?ton and emplanation of evolution in the 1977 egitAon was

much'briefer than in 1973. Many other topics concerned with evolutiOn

received less attention in 1977 than in 1973.

Many changes in wording occured in the last three 'ed.itions of

Modern Biology that indjcated a more cautious approach. The statement

"Likewise, moJern man has probably evolved from 1)rimitive more generalized

ancestors" (Otto & Towle, 1969, 561) was changed in 1973 to "Likewise, ,

c**.

it is hypothesized that modern man has probably evolved from primitive

More generalized ancestors".. (Otto & Towle 1973, p. 623). In 1977, the

statement was repla ed with "Da'win was suggesting that humans may J
(-

also have evolve frcim,less specialized ancestors" (1977, p. In
A i

the 1969 editi. , the heading of the section dealing with huMan -evolution

read "Theori- About Man's' Development" '(1969, p. 560). In 19730he

word thougfy s replaced theories (1973, p. 622), and in 1977 the heading

read "Th ghts abut the historrof Human .Development" (1977, p. 516):

y other ch nges in the 1977 edition refle5ted a more cautious.

approach by the aut rs. The sentence "Scientists do not do4t that

organisms living today descended from-specie of previous ages" (Otto

& TowTe 1973, p. 200) was bmit
\
tellin the 1977 edition. statement

"From what chordate, ancestors did they evolve?" (1973, p. 514) was

changed to "What Chordate ancestors did they develop from?" (Otto &

Towle 1977, p. 412). The line-"Archeopteryx was truly a mixtureof_

reptile and bird characteristics" (1973, p. 576) became "The Archeopteryx

stems to have been a true mixture of bird and reptile.': (1977; p. 473).

"That there are so many species of birds today i.s the rysult of adaptations
et

to the different environments, diets, and s, of life" (1973, p.

5



was changed in 1 977 to "The various pecies of birds are probablx a

result of adaptations to different environments, diets, and types of

life". (1977, p. 11737). .

Overall, the words "probably". and "seems" were used frequently in

the, 1977 edition. The term evolved often was replaced by the word

N. developed, degcended, orsprang.

The 1 977 edition of Modern Biology definitely covered, evolution'

-in a rooroe corilpr.:eensive manner than the editions writtenlbefore 1965.

However, the coverage of evolution in the 1977 edition Was more con'ser-
.T.

vative and, t5rief than thel'aiy.erage in the: 19/3 txtbook:

Table 2 indicated the emphasis on evolution in"Bidlogy by W. R.

SmallWood and E. R. Green (1977).was much less than in the 1968 and 1974

editions,

.TABLE

1'

'Number. of words al located tot44 topics concerned with

44.
Evolution in Biology by W. R. Smallwood and E. R. Green.

0

t968 - 22,121

1974 - 20,344

1 977 - 11,431

0

ble 3 iliustratedlhow certain topics concerned with evolution .

wAr duced or eliminated in the 1 977 revision of the 1974 edition

of Biol 'Sala Mood .8t Green, 1974).

.64

4 ,

O



TABIF3

Number of words on Selected Topics in the 1974 and 1977

edi'tions 0f Biology,by Smallwood and Green.

1974

Edition
1977

Edition4 c Topic
\\\ .

Darwinian Thesis of Evolution 2,753 296

Life cf Darwin° 1,373N 45

Life, Origin Hypotheses 2,923 322

Natural, Selection 1,025 417

E6lUtion of Amphibians 41 0

. Geologic Eris 24 .

Fossil Formation' 186'

Evidence of Evolution Through.
Domestic Breeding 414 0

Spec ia I Creation '176 '0

Mechanisms, of Evolption
$

Geographic Isolation" 408'

Reproductive-Isolation 140, 0

Polyplbidy 348. , 0

by an incrased emphasis on the phylogentic study of plants and animals.

The decreased emphasis in the 19/7 edition- bf'Biology was acco panied

Emphasis on other topics in the textbook seemed to bte unchanged by the

revision.

Significant changes. i,n wording occurred in.the revision of the 1974

edition of Biology. 'Pk. africanus evolved" (Smallwbod &,Green, 1974, p.

8,1) became "A. africanus could have.:evolved" (Smallwood & Green, 1977,

P 281). In 1968, the authors stated "But we have not mentioned the

A . .
.

,

. . .

most--convincing evidencethit there isa unity of structure and function

throughout the biosphere" (Smallwood & Green, 1968, p: 188). .This was

7



changed to "k.great many biologists look upon the unity in the biosphere

41,

as the best indirect evidence that all forms of life have common ancestry"

(1974, p. 170). In 1977, the statement,. became "Many biologists. agree

that-the best indirect evidence for the-theory of evolution is at the

cellular and molecular level" (1977, p. 164).

There was frequent use of the word ",theoretical" in the1977 '

edition of Biology (Smallwood & Green, 1977). The statement "This is

, oneof the reasons, birds are considered to be fairly close evolutionary

relatives of reptiles" (1974, p. 367) was rewritten.as "Certainly,

there is little doubt that the reptiles were the theoretical ,ancestors

of the .birds" (1977, p: 255). Fish were considered as "the theoretical

ancestors of all other vertebrates" (1977, p. '243) whereas Annelids,were

termed the "theoretical ancestors of arthropods" (1977, p. 2:32).

In the 1974 edition of Biology (Smallwood & Green, 1974), the

authors stated that "It would be unfortunate for any student of biology

to study natural selection without studying the man who was most

responsible for .its explanation, Charles Darwin" (1974, p. 175).

Nearly 1400words were used to describe',portions of Darwin's life

and over 2700 words were used to explain the Darwinian thesis of

evolution In the 1974 edition. the 1977 edition, the words used

to cover these two topics were 45 and.296 respectively.

In the 1974 edition, Smallwobd & Green alsitindicated that

Darwin's explanation of natural selection had "withstood rigorous

experimentation and is now considered to be a scientific fact" (1974,

9.'197). They 40Iso used a quote by Ernst Mayr tnat said "It can be

_stated dogmaticaCVthat the few who still object to natural selection are

8



among' those who have not' kept up with genetic theory" (1974, p. 1.93).

These statements wereoot included in the 1977 edition: The emphasis..
on natural selection was also reduced in 1977. The 1974 edition used

1 025 words to explain natural selection whereas the 1977 eckiti-oh.

uti1fzed-417 words to cover the topic.

The reduction of the number of words used to explain'the topics

concerned with the Study of volution, the elimination of certain

statements, and the appearance of more cautious statements are

evidence that the 1 977 edition of Biology (Smallwood & Green, 1977),

when compared to the 1968 and 1 974 editions, emphasized the

study of evolution:

The 1967; 1974, and] 977 editions of Biology b'y S. L. Weinberg
,

contained 19,206, 21,739, and 18,941 words respectively on the 44 topits

concerned With the concept of 'evolution. While the oVerall coVeragVi

has not been drastically reduced or coverage of indiVidual topics

eliminated, it was clear the author and editors of the 1977 edition of

Biology devoted les,s spae.e to evolution than in pre0ous -editions.

Changes i n wording were mi nor', but sti 11 noticeable: In 1967,

Weigerg wrote "We know that spec,les change. Thistfact 'of evolution
-

has several consequences." (1967 p. 1:69). The statement was

changed 'in 1974 to We now believe that specie,s change. This under-

standing has many consequences:" (1974, p. 103). Weinberg stated in

1 967 that "In the end it generally cable'? to y accepted by educated, .

people because of Darwin's overwhelming proof that organisms do change"

(1967, p. 450). In 1974, this statement was softened to read In

the end, Darwin's evidence for evolution, came to be gellerally accepted"

(1974, p. 1460). The 1974 edition stated that "Without indicating

9 7
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the precise line of development, Nea.derthal and,Java man sh w that

modern man originated froth more primitive primates. Var other

fossil species, discov.ered since,,support the concept." ( 74, p. 511)

This was, changed in 1977 to read "Without telling us the p ecise line

of descent Neanderthal man and lidimo.erectus suggest that mo rn

human beings originated from more primitive ancestors". (1977, p: 452).

Collectively, the chAiges'inBiolog-from 1967 to 1977 did not

signal a major de-emphasis O'.c evolution by Weinberg. Furthermore;'the

'wfr.

changes made by Weinbvg-were not of the magnitude as those made, by .

Smallwood and Smith. Yet the changes by Weinberg did conform toda

1 noticeable trend and tendency by authors and editors in, the 1970's to

be more cautious and conservative in their coverage and emphasis of

evolution.

.Biology: Living Systems (Oral, 1976) was also analyzed. A 1973

edition of this book was not available fQr the study so comparisons

between the two editions were impossible. The number of words used

to explain topics concerned with evalTiaon in this textbook totaled.

13,335. This total was greater than that of five non-BCBS textbooks

published between 1960 and 1963, but less than the totals for 3 non-BSCS

textbooks published in the period 1965-1967. The total coverage, of

evolution in Biology: Living Systems was less than in any, of the BSCS

editions in the 1960's and 1970's.

TABLE 4

.

Number df Words Allocated to 44 Topics
Concerned With 'Evolution in BSCS Textbooks

Year Green Yellow Blue

1961 22,389 34,761 .23,306

1963 30,383 45,898 22,987

1968 19,732 42,621 21,717

1973 , 18,626 34050 19,400

ii.



The biology textbooks developed ry the BiorOgiW Sciences Curries_

culum Study in the 19-6,0's gavoounm;ecedented emiihaSis to the concept

pf evolution. (Skodg, 1969) However, the emphasis; as measured by
2

word counts and SubjecttVe judgments,has fluctuated and some topics

have been. de-emphasized in later revisions. APso word changes in the

BSCS textbooks inferred that the publishers had been careful to avoid

words and phrases that may be offensive and possess a'potential for

arousing controversy.

Table 4 indicated,the'd4nge in cOverage:of evolution, as reflected .

by word counts, in the BtCS textbooks. In the revisions of the three

BSCS Versions, certain topics were reduced in emphasi °s, others were

expanded, some deleted, and others added. The total number of topics

,

/
,
.

concerned specifically with evolution Varied from edition to edition.

The number of words utilized to explain the concepts related to evolu-
-

tion has decreased in all three BSCS versions from 1968 to 1973.

Despite the use of fewer words,the strength of the presentations

And the emphasis on evolutio still remained., In many cases, the ,

reduction of words was due to better editing.
.

. , )

Several changeshave occurredtn the revision of the BS text-

,

books
9

indicated the authors and editors have become incr asingly 110,

cautious in the selection of words used to d-iscuss evolution: In

1963, the following statement was includ

Biological Science Molecules to Man:

The fossi) evidence suggests'tht life has,been changing

the BSC e Version

slowly from one form to another ov r mill ns of years. To

biologists there isno longer any reas nable doubt that

evolution occurs. (1963, p. 291)-

,
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,

1.4

The 1968 and 1973 editions of MG,ccules to Man- deleted the second
o

line of the quOte. The 1968 edition stated that "BiologiSts agree that
,

Darwin's preSentation of both the evidence for evolution and the
6 #

theory,of natural, selection marks him as one of the greatest sci'entist's
r 4

of all times (1968, p. .76). This statement did not'appear.in the _

4 ..

1973 edition. In 1968, "Change of organisms through time as evolution"

(1968, p. VIII) was listed as one of the seven thpmes of the textbook.
41- 'I

"As evolution" £1973, p. was. removed from.the rase in 1973.

The last line in the Highlights of the.Chapte section of a chapter

on evolution concluded in the 1968 version thA "Throughout this book
. .

, .

it will be evident that the theory of evolution by natural selection7

. -,.-,,:is,the major framework'of modern biology" (1968, P. 84)., This sentence
..

, .
,

was also omitted in 1973.
.

In-1961, fossil evidence was salt' to "drama-
.

°
tically show" that evolution had'occurred (1961, p.-57): In the 1968

tetbook -the statement read that the fossil. evidence."suggests"

. .

that evolution had occurred (1968, p. 44. The statement "Biologists
'. ",-

are cOnvinc tihe human. species evolved frOmflonhuman foi.sces"

-;.---
...

.../
appeared'drM i 1.963' version .0963, p.°4171.' The7,1ine "man the-

most 'outstanding product of evolutiqe (148, p.,65/1was not used

9

.4
in the 1973 edition.

While the aforementioned changes were minor, they_are an indication'

that theobjections made against'Molecules to Manin various seclbilS--"---7
)

of the nation may have been effective in.br4nglnl about minor 'changes

in the content concerned with evolution, .

The four editiOns of BSCSGreen Version varied slightly in their

-

emphasis os.eVollitton. There' has been 1 141evariance iOthe number

I
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---..

of topics indluded,that deal with evoiution in each edition. The

increase in word totals in the 1963.editiob Htgh School Biology, s

can be noted in Table 4, Wasattributed primarily to'the increase in (/

,-.1 coverage ghien to. two topics-'-geographic isolation as a,cause of var- ,

,

iation-and evoluton and geological eras. The decreases in the 1968

and.193 editions were also priMarily the
,
result of .a de- .emphas is of

.... ...-

i

theSe
,

two topics even though'severai other,topics_were reducalbY 50-

*.ztjo words each.,

Word chaii-ges and.omission Of certain statements also occurred
.

4 in, the revisiorofithe BSCS .Green.ltersions. The statement "about a
.

.century ago most biologists belMeconvinced that the different kinds

df organisms ,are related through ancestry" (1968, p. 145) was revised

to read "Nevertheless, about a century' ago most ,biologsts accepted

-the theory that the species of,organisms aie related through ancestry"

'0973, p. In-the forward of-the 1968 textbook, one of the

emes was fisted as "change of organisms'through time as evolution ".

The "a' evolution" part of the phrase was deleted jn 'the 1973 editiOn.
, t

In 1963, evolutionary relationships as a part of,classiftcation were

more overtly' discussed than in the 1968 and'1973 editions.
z."

)11 .

Overall,the chapters concerned with evolution in the 1973
7 3,

ebition of BSCS Green VersionBiological Science An Ecological' Approach,

were revised much. DeletionS.and rewording)of Material from,the 1968

wire commonplac e. In many caSes,.the revisions repreSented good ,

I

editing. In othdr-places, -miterial was omitted resulting in the coverage

being less cbmplete: Despite these changes and q*failure to inte-

grate 4airttpn within many ,of the ots_nejp. topics, thet:c4erage of e-v-blu-

tion in Biological Science An Ecological Approach as quite comprehensive.

3



Table 4 indicated the 1973 BSCS Yellow Version edition of,BiOlogickl

Science An'Inquiry Into Life contained 11,000 fewer 'words on topics
ea.

concerned with evolution than did the1968 edition and 14,000 yords

fewer than the 1963 edition. Despite the reduction of coverage, the

1973 BSCS Yellow Version textbook still 'covered evolution in a more

intensive manner than anptif the other ten 'secondary school biology

textbooks published in the 1970's and analyzed in this study.

Topics receiving less emphasis in the Yellow Version of.1913 than

in 1968 included discussion of the evolution of fish, amphibians; and

plants, geological data concerning the age oftheearth, hypotheses

concerned with the origin of life, various evidences of evolution,

causes of evolution and variation such as mutation, recombination and

geographic isolation, the human fossil record, and cultural evolution.

Some topics receivedla slight increase in emphasis but werenot of the
w

same magnitude as many of the decreases.,'
- w

Mahy word changes Were made in tire p973 Yellow VersiOn edition of

. 1
Biological Science An Inquiry Into Life. The 1968\ edition referped to

Darwin's theory of the orgin,of species, whereas in 1973 it was referred

to as a'hypothesis. In 1963, evoldtion was called a well-established

concepti(1963, p. 4). 'Tlieory was substituted for concept in 1968

(1968, p. 14).' The reference was omitted entirely in 1973. I-n 1968, it

was stated: t.

.

) This fossil evidence dramatically'shows that life has been
'gradually changing over millions of years from one form to
_another. There is nO longer any reasonable doubt that
evolution occurs all through ages of the past (1968, p. 582).

In 1973 the first sentenceofithe passage was made less definite, and

the second sentence narrowed to Biologists. Thus it read:'
A

14 4.

a

to

.;
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It is difficult to- interpret tie foss.iL record any.way

other thanas evidence that life has been grad ly changing

over millions of years from one forni.'to anot Biologists
_no longer have any reasonable doubt that ev tion occurs
and thaeit have occurred all through the es of the, past

(1973, p. 740). '

In a 1968 discussion of insectivores, -line "From th- evolmcl

the first primates" was used ,(1969,-p. 6 ). The/1973 edi

defanite in stating "Somescientists

ion was less

Yieve that prima s may have evolved

from. another order of mammals--the i sectivores" (197 , p. 774).

Despite these and other chang s in wording, readers of the 1973

edition of the BSCS Yellow Versio Biological,Science An Inquiry Into Life

will -encounter an in-depth coverage of evolution supported by statements

such as: "a century after Darw n,.the naturh-1, or scientific, answer

'seems clear. Man has evolved. (1973, p. 781)" and "The path of man.has

been dramtic, violent, noble and filled with paths. Where does the

fpath lead?" (1973, p. 787)

This study indicated that the efforts to have the Genesis account

of creation included in biolo

three of,,the textbooks public

studfincluded'any material on

'the 1974 and 1917 editions of

y textbooks have been unsuccessful as'ynly

ed in the 1970's and analyzed in this

this topic. Two of .three textbooks were

logy by Weinberg. This was consistent

with a previous study which inch ted that only three of eighty-three
'

biology textbooks published betw 1900-1968 discussed Special creation

(Skoog, 1969). Furthermore; beca

Amendment of the Constitution, the

se of the rg.A4rements of the First

ethodology and nature Of science,

certain theological considerations, d principles of curriculum

development efforts to have governmental bodies adopt laws or policies

mandating hat the Genesis account of creation receive attention

.

commensuh e to the concept of evolution'in biologyfratbooks should be

firmly re isted (Skoog, 1978).

. '15
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J

Overall, this study indicated cert in textbooks have de-emphtsized

the study of evolution and'mo'st Ofth textbooks made word-cORge.,and-..'-
deletions that indicated editors a a publishers c.6414.'beibing to

,

outside pressure to eilpha'Size eV ution to a lesser'degree. Biology

teachers and those individuals

a modern and relevant'biolo

halted and. that futbre edi

esponsible for developing and implementing

curriculum. should insist this trend be///
/

ehensiveions of biOlogy textbooks contain a com

treatment of evolytion asmuch as biology without the light of volution

becomes na /of' p.'125).

0
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